Instructions
Use of Repositioning Slings for Proning

IMPORTANT
Please note, whenever possible, Guldmann recommends use of Positioning Sling #284226 or #284225 Positioning Package as preferred solution(s).

Step 1
Lift the patient off the bed in the Repositioning sling #1
Place Repositioning #2 on the bed, while aligning the border of the sling with the edge of the bed.

Step 2
Lower the patient to side of the bed opposite to the turning direction. Remove the straps’ loops on the ‘turning’ side of the hanger. Tuck in the now free material from Repositioning sling #1.
Raise the lifting hanger while pushing as needed at shoulder and hip to achieve desired patient position.
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Step 3

Patient will now be in Prone position on Repositioning Sling #2

Step 4

When ready to turn back to supine, position Repositioning Sling #1 on the center of patient’s back, label side up and sides folded inward.

Attach the straps on the short side of the Repositioning Sling #2 and tuck in excess material of Repositioning Sling #1.

Raise the hanger while pushing as needed at shoulder and hip to achieve desired patient position.
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Remove the folded under edges of Repositioning Sling #1 which the patient is lying on.

Fully lift the patient if need to adjust the patient’s position or to prepare for the next prone turn and placing Repositioning Sling #2.